This paper reports on LCC's participation at the Third PASCAL Recognizing Textual Entailment Challenge. First, we summarize our semantic logical-based approach which proved successful in the previous two challenges. Then we highlight this year's innovations which contributed to an overall accuracy of 72.25% for the RTE 3 test data. The novelties include new resources, such as eXtended WordNet KB which provides a large number of world knowledge axioms, event and temporal information provided by the TARSQI toolkit, logic form representations of events, negation, coreference and context, and new improvements of lexical chain axiom generation. Finally, the system's performance and error analysis are discussed.
Introduction
Continuing a two-year tradition, the PASCAL Network organized the Third Recognizing Textual Entailment Challenge 1 (RTE 3) to further the research on reasoning systems able to decide whether the meaning of one text (the entailed hypothesis, H) can be inferred from another text (the entailing text, T ). Among this year's challenges, approximately 15% of the (T, H) pairs contained long texts (more details in Section 5.1).
We approach the textual entailment problem as a logical implication between meanings (Fowler et al., 2005; Tatu et al., 2006) . Our system transforms the two text snippets into three-layered semanticallyrich logic form representations, generates an abundant set of lexical, syntactic, semantic, and world knowledge axioms and, iteratively, searches for a proof for the entailment between the text T and a possibly relaxed version of the hypothesis H. A pair is labeled as positive if the score of the found proof (reflecting H's degree of relaxation) is above a threshold learned on the training data. 
Cogex's Innovations for RTE 3

EXtended WordNet Knowledge Base
eXtended WordNet Knowledge Base (XWN-KB) is the result of our ongoing research which captures and stores the rich world knowledge encoded in WordNet's glosses into a knowledge base. In XWN-KB, the glosses have been transformed into a set of semantic relations using a semantic parser whose output has been verified by human annotators. Fig. 2 displays the semantic relations derived for Nobel laureate's definition. Our system used this representation for QA Dev pair 579 and QA Test pair 582 2 .
TARSQI Toolkit
The TARSQI project (Temporal Awareness and Reasoning Systems for Question Interpretation) 3 (Verhagen et al., 2005) builds a modular system which detects, resolves and normalizes time expressions (both absolute and relative times) -GUTime tagger; marks events and their grammatical features - Evita; identifies subordination constructions introducing modality information -Slinket; adds temporal relations between events and temporal expressions -GUTenLINK; and computes temporal closures -SputLink. We used the information provided by the TARSQI toolkit (Run #1) as an alternative to our event detection and temporal expression identification and normalization modules (Run #2). Table 1 shows TARSQI's output for IE Dev pair 63's T .
The following sections present innovations related to the logic form knowledge representation.
Logic Representation of Events
For events, the logic representation of their describing concept was augmented with a special predicate (event EV(e1)). When we made use of TARSQI's output (Run #1), the event predicate was replaced by the class of the event (occurrence EV(e1), state EV(e1), reporting EV(e1), etc.).
Negation
Recently, the logic representation of sentences with negated concepts was altered to mark as negated the entire scope of the negation. For example, the logic form of IE Dev pair 90's H: Kennon did not participate in the WWII, formerly equal to Kennon NN(x1)
which is closer to the meaning of the English text snippet. For Run #1 (with TARSQI output), we only used the polarity information attached to the identified events and negated the event's predicate.
Coreference Resolution
In order to cope with the long text pairs, we added in our processing pipeline a dedicated pronominal coreference resolution module which replaced the inter-sentential resolution processing we used until now. The new tool combines Hobbs algorithm (Hobbs, 1978) and the Resolution of Anaphora Procedure (RAP) algorithm (Lappin and Leass, 1994) . For the RTE task, it is very important to have tight connections between the predicates of 3 Natural Language Axiom Improvements
XWN Lexical Chains
In order to take advantage of XWN-KB, we implemented few changes in our lexical chain axioms generation module. The most significant refinement is the one axiom-per-chain relation approach. Previously, the system was generating one axiom for the entire lexical chain, but, given the diversity of semantic relations which link the WordNet concepts and the difficulty to reduce an entire semantically rich chain to one implication which captures its meaning, a remodeling of our axiom generation module was required. Therefore, for each relation in the best lexical chain found between one of T 's constituents and one of H's constituents, an axiom is created. For each semantic relation, we created a set of axiom templates to be used during the axiom generation process. Several examples of axiom templates are shown in Table 2 . Therefore, a lexical chain is broken down into several axioms whose relations are combined by the logic prover as it sees fit. For instance, the chain oil company#n#1
trade#v#1 is translated into the axioms oil company NN(x1) -> sell VB(e1,x1,x2) & AGENT SR(x1,e1) and sell VB(e1,x1,x2) -> trade VB(e1,x1,x2) used to prove the entailment for IE Dev pair 196.
We also changed the subset of senses considered when lexical chains are built. Previously, this subset contained the first k (k = 3) senses for each content word. For this year's challenge, we changed the sense selection mechanism and we used the cluster of WordNet senses to which the fine-grained sense assigned by the Word Sense Disambiguation system corresponds. We used the coarse-grained sense inventory for WordNet 2.1 released for Task #7 in SemEval-2007 4 . This clustering was created automatically with the aid of a methodology described in (Navigli, 2006) . For example, the 10 WordNet senses for the noun bank are mapped into 3 clusters.
NLP Axioms
In addition to the syntactic re-writing rules which break down complex syntactic structures, including complex nominals and coordinating conjunctions, we added a new type of NLP axioms which links a named entity to its set of aliases. For IE Dev pair 35, the link between the Central Intelligence Agency mentioned in T and H's CIA is very important.
We also added a deeper analysis of multi-word human named entities which marks last names (Hawking), first (male/female) names (Stephen), titles (Prime Minister) and names for human entities found in WordNet (Tony Blair). This fine classification has three goals: (1) to mark human entities with the gender information (used by the pronominal coreference module); (2) to prevent lexical chains to use first names of human entities as their source or target (Elizabeth as part of Elizabeth Alexandra Mary should not be mapped to {Elizabeth#1, Elizabeth II#1} or {Elizabeth#2, Elizabeth I#1} -QA Dev pair 407); (3) to create more precise NLP axioms for human entities denoting noun compounds. These axioms follow rules such as title (x1) 
Named Entity Check
Based on the guidelines for judging whether T entails or not H, hypotheses that introduce entities which cannot be derived from T are not entailed by the text (the pair is labeled as NO). Therefore, we created a proof's score adjustment module which deducts points for each pair whose H contains at least one named entity not-derivable from T . Once the prover used the loaded axioms to derive all the possible information from the text, this named entity check is performed. We note that the named entity heuristic is not equivalent with the removal of a named entity predicate from the hypothesis in the relaxation stage which can also occur if the syntactic constraints in which the named entity participates are not satisfied. For instance, for IR Dev pair 387, Puncheon Lama is a new entity introduced by the hypothesis without any connection to the text.
Experiments and Results
Experimental Data
The RTE 3 data set was derived with four NLP applications in mind: Information Extraction (IE), Information Retrieval (IR), Question Answering (QA), and Multi-document Summarization (SUM). Statistics for this year's dataset are shown in Table 3 . On average, the long texts contain twice the number of words found in texts from pairs marked as short. extra information captured in the logic representations used in Run #1 (as compared with Run #2) was not the focus of the entailment; the understanding it brings was not exercised during the entailment recognition process. For the IR and QA tasks, Run #1 results are better when compared to Run #2's. For these tasks, the performance of the system is much higher when compared with the results obtained for IE and SUM. Even tough the thresholds learned for these two tasks best separate the positive from the negative pairs on the development set, they prove to be fairly low for the test set. Almost all positive IE and SUM pairs are identified as such (very high recall for both tasks), but a lot of negatives are also labeled as positives (low precision, smaller accuracy). In theory, the named entity check should not fail. But, in practice, its performance is influenced by the knowledge that the prover collects and, if this information is not complete, then the heuristic fails. For example, for QA Dev pair 419, H mentions number three and because the prover cannot infer it as the cardinality of the elementary particles mentioned in T , the heuristic fires incorrectly.
Cogex's Performance
Named Entity Heuristic Impact
Error Analysis
Some of the sources of errors are:
Lexical chains For IR Test pair 377, black plague can be derived from T 's plague only if we allow lexical chains with more than 2 HYPONYMY relations (plague#n#1 hyponymy −→ bubonic plague#n#1 hyponymy −→ black plague#n#1). This restriction on lexical chains was added last year. However, in this year's data this restriction was detrimental as shown in the above example.
Named entity heuristic Some of the errors introduced by the named entity heuristic are debatable. For example, IR Test pair 355's hypothesis introduces the named entity German which cannot be derived from the text. Similarly, for QA Test pairs 495 and 496, the name Christian Democratic Union cannot be inferred from the text's mention of Christian Democrat party. On the other hand, pairs for which the score adjustment introduced by the named entity heuristic did not change the label assigned by the prover include SUM Test pair 656 whose hypothesis the scores it computes are adjusted according to the heuristic.
mentions US without it being derivable from the text (unless we consider the adjective domestic).
World Knowledge For SUM Test pair 744, the system fails to infer nearly half a million dollars from $480,350. Similarly, the system failed to entail died in 1970 from the biographical markings "(1890-1970)" for QA Test pair 486.
High word overlap SUM pairs have a high degree of word-overlap between T and H and detection of the non-entailment requires careful processing. SUM Test pair 666's text contains an extra adverbial phrase which changes the label of the pair.
Reports and Modality Even though reporting verbs (X said that Y) and modalities (X may Y, X tried to Y) should influence the validity of the statement they modify, most Y clauses are considered true in the RTE data (SUM Dev pair 756, IR Dev pair 295, IE Dev pair 148 are just few examples). Therefore, our solutions for representing 7 or checking these modifiers 8 failed to bring any improvement on the development set and were not included in the processing of the test set.
But, for IE Test pair 172, T 's main verb is qualified by threatened which is not present in H. For SUM Test pair 672, cited strong volume gains does not entail makes strong profits.
Conclusion
The XWN-KB is an invaluable resource for recognizing textual entailment. Its impact in RTE 3 was significant. However, we are still exploring ways of fully exploiting this resource. The use of the TARSQI toolkit did not impact the performance because the temporal knowledge was not exercised in this year's task. Contrary to our expectations, the representation of modality had a negative impact on the performance. This is perhaps due to incorrect representation. For our system, the introduction of long texts did not cause significant problems. The system is robust enough to handle longer texts. 
